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Abstract 
The optimal design of nonlinear dynamic systems can be formulated as 
a multicriteria optimization problem. On the basis of a multi body system 
model integral type objective functions are defined evaluating the dynamic 
behavior of the system under consideration. Multicriteria optimization me-
thods reduce the problem to nonlinear programming problems which can 
be solved with standard algorithms like the SQP method. The gradients re-
quired for such an efficient optimization procedure are computed by solving 
additional differential equations resulting from an adjoint variable approach. 
The whole design process can be highly automated by using computer alge-
bra packages. 
Introduction 
Due to the complexity of technical systems and the wide variety of conflicting 
specifications for their dynamical behavior, dynamic systems have been designed 
by engineers with help of experience and intuition for a long time. The design 
process has been based on experimental studies of prototypes resulting in rather 
long development cycles due to their time-consuming and costly construction. 
Only recently, production companies have started to switch to a computer-
aided design process to shorten development cycles and improve their products. 
In most cases, however, computers are used for parameter studies only, whereas 
the design itself is still found by intuitive changes of the design variables. On the 
other hand, optimization algorithms for solving standard nonlinear programming 
problems are highly developed. 
It is the aim of this paper, therefore, to describe an integrated modeling and 
design approach consisting of four phases [lJ: (i) formulation of a mathematical 
model, (ii) choice of design variables, (iii) definition of criteria, and (iv) optimiza-
tion. A multi body system approach will be used for generating models for complex 
dynamic systems. Parameters of the model will serve as design variables and two 
types of criteria will be defined. Finally, a multicriteria approach will be applied 
to account for the presence of conflicting performance criteria in applications to 
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real systems. ]n an interactive design process, the design engineer can provide iD-
formntion on the importance of each criterion, and he can choose betwccn several 
multicriteria methods for reducing the problem to one or a recursive sequence of 
nonlinear programming problems which arc solved by SQP methods. 
Formulation of the design problem 
Computer-aided design of dynamic systems has to be based on mathematical mo-
dels. If we can neglect small deformations of the individual parts, the multi body 
system approach has shown to be a good representation of the system. A multibody 
system model consists of rigid bodies connected by ideal links and coupled by ideal 
force elements like springs, danlpers or actively controlled clements, Fig. 1. Mult-
ibody system models have been used with success in vehicle dynamics, robotics, 
satellite dynamics and biomechanics. 
active 
element 
Figure 1: Multibody system model 
Modeling technical systems as multibody systems involves an implicit pa-
rameterization. The dynamic behavior of the model is completely determined by 
parameters like the mass and moments of inertia of each body, geometrical di-
mensions, and damping and stiffness coefficients of coupling force clements. The 
parameters which can be changed within given ranges for optimizing the dynamical 
behavior arc considered as design variables and summarized in a vcctor 
(1) 
where p~ and p~ arc lower and upper bounds, respectively, due to tcchnical re-
strictions or physical meaning. 
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The dynamic behavior of a multi body system is described by differential 
equations of motion: 
Y 
M(t, Y,V) % + k(t, y, %,p) 
v(t, Y,%,V) 
q(t, y, %,V) (2) 
where y(t) E JR' and %(t) E JRg arc vectors of generalized coordinates and veloci-
ties, respectively, and f and 9 arc the numbers of degrees of freedom for position 
and velocity, respectively. The equations of motion result from Newton's and Eu-
ler's laws and d'Alembcrt's or Jourdain's principle for eliminating reaction forces 
and moments, e.g. 19J. The mass matrix M(t) E JRg x • summarizes mass proper-
ties of the individual bodies, vector k(t) E JR" centrifugal and Coriolis forces, 
and q(t) E JR" applied forces resulting from gravity and coupling elements. For 
holonomic multibody systems we have 9 = f and we can use % = y. 
The equations of motion for models of technical systems are already too com-
plex for generating them by hand. Therefore, computer codes have been developed 
for a computer-aided modeling and generation of equations of motion in symbo-
lical or numerical form I1OJ. Although such codes exist now for several decades, 
they arc still subject of intensive research IllJ. 
For a complete description of the motion, illitial conditions for y and % have 
to be provided. This can be done by implicit conditions 
(3) 
for some fixed starting time to. 
In [2J the design problem has bccn stated for a single criterion. But generally, 
dynamic systems have to be optimal with respect to several specifications. Often 
such problems are simplified to nonlinear programming problems by choosing one 
criterion as objcctive function and the others as constraints. It is more natural, 
however, not to distinguish betwccn objective functions and constraints in such an 
early design pbase, and consider the decision on the importance and type of each 
criterion as part of a multicriteria optimization process. 
Mainly, two types of criteria arc used: we will call a criterion to be explicit if 
it is an algebraic function of the design variables: 
"'t = "'t(P), i = l(l)nE. (4) 
A second type of performance criterion evaluating tbe dynamic behavior of mult-
ibody systems can be formulated as an integral type performance function 
t' 
"': = G1{t',y',%',p) + { F.(t,y,%,%,p)dt, i = l(l)nI , (5) 
JtO 
whicb is also known from optimal control problems. The first term accounts for 
cascs where spccial values for the final state yl, %1 or a minimum time tl must be 
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achieved. the second tenn evaluatcs the dynamic behavior within an interesting 
time intenul [to. tl} . The final time t l mny be fixed or given implicitly by the final 
state: 
tl: HI(tl,yl . ZI,p) =0. (6) 
Although the functions G: and F, depend on state variables, the functions w! arc 
determined entirely by the values of the design variables p due to Eqs. (2) and (3). 
Multicriteria optimization 
The problem of optimizing dynamic systems witb respect to several conflicting 
criteria docs not have a single optimal solution. The theory of multicriteria op-
timization has shown that the optimum depends on additional decisions of tbe 
designer. 
At the beginning of the optimization phase, the designer bas to classify all 
tbe criteria (4) and (5) as objective functions or constraints. Objective functions 
arc criteria wbich sbould be minimized witb respect to the design variables. Con-
straints arc criteria which should have a special value or be less than an upper 
bound. Summarizing all objective functions in a vector function 1(P) E JR", all 
equality constraints in g(p) = 0, and all inequality constraints in hlP) :5 0, we 
end up with the optimization problem 
minimize I(p) wbere P := {p E JRh I g(p) = 0, hlP) :5 o} . (7) 
pEP 
If only a single criterion is left, n = 1, problem (7) is called a nonlinear program-
ming problem [4}. More realistic, however, is that more than one criterion has to 
be minimized simultaneously, n > I. Then it is called a multicriteria or vector 
optimization problem, e.q. [B}. 
In the latter case, we cannot expect a feasible design point pEP wbere all 
objectives become minimal. Therefore, a design point pP E P is defined to be 
Pareto-optimal if there is no other feasible point p with f.(P) < f;(pP) IIi and 
h(P) < fJ(pP) for at least one j [13}. In general, Pareto-optimal solutions arc not 
unique. and the designer has to choose a special Pareto-optimal point as desired 
solution due to additional information on the design problem. For finding such 
points the multicriteria optimization problem has to be reduced to a scalar one 
for which efficient routines exist, Fig. 2. This reduction is based on two principles: 
scruarization and hicrarchization. 
In case of scalorization, Fig. 3a. the objective functions are combined to a ncw 
utility function u(P) E JR which will be optimized instead of the vector criterion. 
A well known approach using scalarization is the weighting objcctives method: 
u(p) := t W; f;~p) , 
i=l /. 
" LW; =1 
1=1 
(B) 
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Figure 2: Difference betwoon vector optimization problems (a) 
and scalar optimization problems (b) 
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where Wi E \O,lJ arc weighting coefficients and ii are scaling factors. Other pos-
sibilities arc absolute and relative distance functions with respect to a predefined 
design point 15J. 
For hierarchical methods the designer has to assign a level of importance Ii 
to each objective function 'i(P) where one is the level of most important crite-
ria. Especially, level zero is assigned to the equality and inequality constraints in 
Eq. (7), i.e., 
'Po := 'P - 10 = O. (9) 
IT there is only a single criterion on each level, we define in the first step a scalar 
optimization problem by neglecting the objectives on lower levels, and taking into 
consideration only the objective function on level one and the constraints, Fig. 3b: 
t: = min h(P) where i: Ii = l. (10) 
P E 'Po 
For the ncxt step we can use the information on the optimal value t: of the most 
important objective to define a constraint on hlP): 
'Pi := {p E JR." I 'i(P) < (1 + edt: } (ll) 
where ei > 0 is a user defined tolerance for function increase. Then we formulate 
a new scalar optimization problem for the objective function on level two similar 
to Eq. (10). The whole procedure is a recursive sequence of n scalar optimization 
problems: 
min 
PEn 'Pk 
Ie: 11c<j 
h(P) where i: Ii = i, i = 1,2, .... (12) 
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Figure 3: ~lulticritcria optimization principles: (a) scalarizatioll , 
(b) hier.rehization , and (c) combination 
The scalarization and bierarchization principles can be combined if several objec-
tives are all the same level , Fig. 3c. For example, goal progranuning becomes a 
flexible tool and gives good insight in~o the problem if both principles are used 
together. The user has to define goals!; to be reacbed and assign levels Ii to each 
objective !;(p ). Then, instead of the objectives the deviations from the goals are 
minimized . Objectives on the same level j can be combi ned to utility functions 
similar to Eq. (8): 
Uj(p ):= L Wi max{O,Ji(P) - j.), L Wi = 1. ( 13) 
i: 'i=j i: li =j 
The utility functions can then be handled according to Eqs. (10) to (12). 
Solution of the scalar optimization problem 
The scalar optimization problems resulting from a multicriteria approach have 
themselves to be solved in an iterative procedure. Due to tbe high computational 
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effort for evaluating integral type performance functions by numerical integration, 
optimization algorithms like the SQP methods with nice convergence properties 
should be used. The drawback of such methods, however, is the use of gradients. 
A simple way of computing gradients is the use of finite differences. Applied 
to integral type criteria these approximations cause several problems. Numerical 
experience has shown that due to the limited accuracy of the function values finite 
differences arc not very reliable ncar the optimum. On the other hand, we need 
one additional function evaluation for each perturbed design variable which is a 
time consuming numerical simulation of the dynamic behavior of the multibody 
system. 
Figure 4: Graphical user interface AIMS 
Therefore, a semi-analytical approach is used for computing gradients of this 
type of criteria which is called adjoint variable method [2). This results in additional 
differential equations for the gradient where the computational effort is aImo t 
independent of the numher of design variables. umerical studies have shown high 
reliability and about the same accuracy for the gradients as for the function values. 
Automated optimization approach 
Due to the complexity of models for technical systems the design process has to 
be supported by approved computer programs. Tbese programs can be integrated 
in a graphical user interface which also belps to organizc tbe whole design process 
and especially the interactive and iterative optimization phase, Fig. 4. The user 
interface AIMS (AnalY'ting and Improving Multibody Systems) integrates several 
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numerical and computer algebra programs for modeling, simulation and optimiza-
tion. 
Modeling is supported by the computer program NEWEUL (7) which gene-
rates symbolical equations of motion for multibody systems. Criteria of type (4) 
or (5) have to be defined by the user in a MAPLE-compatible form. The computer 
algebra package MAPLE (3) will then generate problem-specific INCLUDE-files 
which can be linked together with problem-invariant FORTRAN-code for simu-
lation and optimization. Simulation is pcrfonncd with a multistep integration al· 
gorithm (12). As already mentioned, the gradients arc computed from additional 
differential equations which can also be generated by MAPLE. These gradients 
sbould always be checked on consistency with the problem definition by compa-
ring them to finite differences of variable order (2) . Optimization can then be per-
formed interactively using multicriteria optimization methods where the resulting 
nonlinear programming problems arc solved by SQP methods (6) . 
Application to Vehicle Control 
The application to a plane vehicle model shows some principal effects of different 
optimization approaches. The model has 6 degrees of freedom described by the 
generalized coordinates y = [y, z, 0 , </>, w, zoJT , and consists of four bodies: the 
car body, the driver, and the two wheel sets, Fig. 5. The vehicle has to be optimized 
with respect to comfort and riding safety. 
z 
a l:---=-y 
Figure 5: Plane vehicle model 
A frequently used measure for comfort is the vertical acceleration ZD of the 
driver. Since driving over a bump is considered as a test, accelerations arc penalized 
by time to avoid long term vibrations: 
t l 
Ii := { (t %0)2 dt. (14) ito 
Optimal comfort is then expressed by a minimal value of Ii . Riding safety is related 
to the dynamic variation of the load between the wheels and the road. If the tire is 
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considered as a linear spring, the load is proportional to the relative displacement 
betwccn the whccl and the road surface: 
t 1 
h := 10 (ZQ - ZR)2 dt. (15) 
A constraint on the design of suspension systems is the limited space for relative 
displacement betwccn wheel and car-body. A criterion like 
t 1 6 
h:= r (ZP-ZQ) dt 
ltD So (16) 
may be used where So is a predefined amplitude wbich sbould not be exceeded to 
much. For improving the dynamic bebavior of the vebicle tbe stiffness and damping 
parameters of the front and rear suspension are used as design variables. 
Fig. 6 shows some results for the weigbting objcctives method for different 
weighting coefficients. If only riding comfort is considered as criterion it can be im-
proved drastically compared to the initial design. But this improvement is achieved 
at the expense of riding safety aod it requires a large suspension displacement. For 
a more realistic design optimization all three criteria have to be taken into conside-
ration. As Fig. 6 shows, riding comfort still can he improved but the improvement 
depends highly nonlinear on the weighting coefficients. 
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Figure 6: Weighting objectives method 
1 
Goal programming can give better insight into the problem. As a measure 
of importance, level one is assigned to riding comfort, level two to riding safety, 
and level thrcc to relative displacement. Fig. 7 shows the results of three different 
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runs ~' h('rc th(' vnlu('S of the criteria arc normalizc<i with respect to the initial 
design . In the first run. the goals are ~ct vcry cautiously and can be achicvro. 
In thE' s('('ond run, th(' goal for riding safety is dccrca.. . cd and cannot be achieved 
anymore. Thl'r£'forc. in thl' third run tll(' goal for riding safety is increased and the 
rdative displnccm('nt can h(' dffrt'as('(i at the CXPl'I1SC of comfort. In n practical 
design process. th£' designer hns to ('xplorc th(' dcsign space with further runs and 
find a suitable balance for the conflicting criteria. 
Inilial Design 
1'= [I,I,IJ 
i 
goal:!. = 0.086 
I' = [0.004,0.85,14.0] 
i 
goal:!, = 0.65 
I' = [0.007,0.53,12.0) 
i 
goal:!, = 10 
I' = [0.086,0.34,9.1 J 
1st run 
goal:!, = 0.25 goal: f, = 0.3 
I' = [0.086,0.29,6.6) I' = [0.074,0'.29,6.9) 
I 
goal: f, = 1.6 
I' = [0.086,0.297, 5.7J 
2nd run 3rd run 
Figure 7: Goal programming m~thod 
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